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Abstract: A new algorithm for ﬁnding numerical solutions of optimal feedback control of a class of general ﬁnite dimensional systems with multi-input is developed. The algorithm is based on the fact that the value function of the optimal control problem is the viscosity solution of its associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. An example that the closed form solutions of optimal feedback control-trajectory pairs are available is validated. It is shown that the numerical solutions completely tally with the analytical solutions. Key Words: Optimal Feedback Control, Viscosity Solution, Dynamic Programming, Numerical Solution
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INTRODUCTION



problem. In application of the multiple shooting method, the guess of the initial data to start the iterative numerical process is required, which demands users understanding well the essential physical feature of the problem. This is usually not a trivial task. The second kind of method what so called the direct method involves partial discretization or full discretization process. Both of them convert the original problem into a large-scale nonlinear programming problem with restrictions, which, due to the simpliﬁcation, leads to the fall of the reliability and accuracy in the process of the partial discretization. For the full discretization process, when the degree of discretization and parameterization is very high, the complexity of computation stands out and the problem solving becomes highly difﬁcult ([2]). Again the fatal drawbacks for both numerical methods are the same: the solutions are only in open-loop form. Since Pontryagin’s time, it has been realized that the dynamic programming method which leads to the HamiltonJacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation satisﬁed by the value function of optimal control problem may give out the feedback control law provided that the HJB equation is solvable. Unfortunately, even for some simple optimal control problems with sufﬁciently smooth coefﬁcients, the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the HJB equations are questionable. This state of art is unchanged until the introduction of viscosity solution in the 1980’s ([3]). The remarkable advantage of this new notion is that, in most situations, the value function of the optimal control problem is the unique viscosity solution of associated HJB equation. Once again, seeking analytical viscosity solution of the associated HJB equation for an optimal control problem is also formidable. In this note, we give a new algorithm



The determination of optimal or near optimal feedback control laws is the most important task in optimal control theory. This is understandable due to huge success of the linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) theory and applications in the past half-century ([8]). However, for most of nonlinear control systems, or even if for linear systems with nonlinear cost functionals, determination of the optimal feedback control law is almost formidable through analytic way like LQG problems. It is out of question that for many practical optimal control problems, there is a unique optimal control law, and the powerful Pontryagin’s maximum principle does serve not only the necessary but also the sufﬁcient condition. However, two of major difﬁculties usually occur in application of Pontryagin’s maximum principle. The ﬁrst is that one has to solve a two-point boundary value problem of a system of nonlinear differential equations, composed of the original state equation and its adjoint equation, and the second one is that the solution obtained from Pontryagin’s maximum principle is usually of open-loop form. Obviously, numerical method is almost the unique feasible way of seeking the optimal feedback control law. Roughly speaking, we have, by far, two different numerical methods to solve the optimal control problems ([10]). The ﬁrst method is usually referred as the indirect method. The indirect method, mainly utilizing the powerful multiple shooting method, needs to solve a two-point boundary value IEEE Catalog Number: 06EX1310 This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China and the National Research Foundation of South Africa.
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with the terminal value:



of seeking numerical solutions of optimal feedback control law for very general problems. This algorithm, based on the HJB equation and the viscosity solution theory, is constructive and applicable for very general optimal control systems. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the theoretical foundation of the new algorithm. In Section 3, the new algorithm is constructed step by step for the general ﬁnite-dimensional optimal control problems. To verify the validity of the method, an example for which the closed-form solutions of control-trajectory pairs are available is tested in Section 4. It is shown that both the numerical optimal feedback control law and the optimal trajectory completely tally with the analytical solutions. It should be pointed out that, due to the consideration of the clearness and simplicity, the convergence of the algorithm is not addressed in this note but left for a forthcoming work.
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V (T, x) = ψ(x) for all x ∈ Rn .



It is well known that if V is smooth enough, say V ∈ C 1 ([0, T ] × Rn ) , then it satisﬁes the following HJB equation ([1]):  ⎧ ⎪ V f (x, u) · ∇x V (t, x) (t, x) + inf ⎪ t ⎪ u∈U ⎪ ⎨ (8) +L(t, x, u) = 0, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × Rn , ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ V (T, x) = ψ(x), x ∈ Rn where ∇x V (t, x) stands for the gradient of V in x. The following Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 show up the important role played by the value function in seeking the optimal feedback control law ([1]). We omit the proofs because they are standard in dynamic programming theory.



PRELIMINARY



Consider the following MI control system:   y (t) = f (y(t), u(t)), t ∈ [0, T ], y(0) = z



Theorem 1 Let V ∈ C 1 ([0, T ]×Rn ) be the value function. Then if there exists a control u∗ (·) ∈ U[0, T ] such that f (y ∗ (t), u∗ (t)) · ∇x V (t, y ∗ (t)) + L(t, y ∗ (t), u∗ (t))  = inf f (y ∗ (t), u) · ∇x V (t, y ∗ (t)) + L(t, y ∗ (t), u) ,



(1)



where y(·) ∈ Rn is the state, u(·) ∈ U[0, T ] = L∞ ([0, T ]; U ) is the admissible control with compact set U ⊂ Rm and z is the initial data. Assume that f : Rn × U → Rn is continuous in its variables. Given a running cost L(t, y, u) and a terminal cost ψ(y), the optimal control problem for the system (1) is to seek an optimal control u∗ (·) ∈ U[0, T ], such that J(u∗ (·)) =



inf



u(·)∈U [0,T ]



J(u(·))



where J is the cost functional given by  T L(τ, y(τ ), u(τ ))dτ + ψ(y(T )). J(u(·)) =



u∈U



(2)



Theorem 2 Let V (t, x) ∈ C 1 ([0, T ] × Rn ) be the value function. Then (u∗ (·), y ∗ (·)) is an optimal controltrajectory pair in feedback form if and only if



(3)



Vt (t, y ∗ (t)) + f (y ∗ (t), u∗ (t)) · ∇x V (t, y ∗ (t)) +L(t, y ∗ (t), u∗ (t)) = 0



Finally, we state the following important Theorem 3 from which we see that the feedback control law can be synthesized through the value function. Theorem 3 Let V (t, z) ∈ C 1 ([0, T ] × Rn ) be the value function. Suppose u(t, z) satisﬁes f (z, u(t, z)) · ∇z V (t, z) + L(t, z, u(t, z))  = inf f (z, u) · ∇z V (t, z) + L(t, z, u) .



(5)



(12)



u∈U



Deﬁne the value function inf



(11)



for almost all t ∈ [0, T ).



with the cost functional  T Jt,x (u(·)) = L(τ, yt,x (τ ), u(τ ))dτ + ψ(yt,x (T )).



u(·)∈U [t,T ]



(10)



for almost all t ∈ [0, T ], where y ∗ is the state corresponding to u∗ , then u∗ (·) is an optimal control.



In stead of considering optimal control problem (1) and (2), we utilize the Bellman’s dynamic programming method, one of three recognized milestones in modern optimal control theory, to deals with a family of optimal control problems initiating from (1) and (2). That is, for any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × Rn , consider the optimal control problem of the following:   yt,x (s) = f (yt,x (s), u(s)), s ∈ [t, T ], (4) yt,x (t) = x



V (t, x) =



(9)



for which we write in usual way as  u∗ (t) ∈ arg inf f (y ∗ (t), u) · ∇x V (t, y ∗ (t)) u∈U +L(t, y ∗ (t), u)



0



t



(7)



Substitute u(t, ·) above into (1), to obtain



Jt,x (u(·)), ∀ (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × Rn



yz (t) = f (yz (t), u(t, yz (t))), yz (0) = z, t ∈ [0, T ].



(6)
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Then



u∗z (t)



= u(t, yz (t)) is the feedback law of the optimal control problem (1) and (2). Proof. The proof is simple. The details are omitted here also due to the limitation of space. 2 By Theorem 3, we see that in order to ﬁnd the feedback control law, we not only need to know the value function V itself but also its gradient ∇x V . Unfortunately, as we shall see from the example in the ﬁnal section that the equation (8) has no classical solution usually no matter how smooth the function f is. However, the viscosity solution theory tells us that the value function V is the unique viscosity solution to (8) under some assumptions on f ([1]). It is obvious that for general nonlinear functions f and L, ﬁnding an analytic solution of (8) is almost impossible. This is the motivation of this note to seek numerically the solution of (8). Actually, several difference schemes to ﬁnd the viscosity solution of (8) are already available in literature ([6]). The major purpose of this note is not to discuss the numerical viscosity solution of (8) but the numerical solution of optimal feedback control law through (8). Nevertheless, the viscosity solution theory for (8) is the foundation stone for our numerical algorithm. Having solved (8) numerically, we are able to follow the procedure of Theorem 3 to ﬁnd the numerical solutions of the feedback control law.
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ALGORITHM OF FINDING OPTIMAL FEEDBACK LAWS



In this section, we follow the procedure of Theorem 3 to construct the algorithm for ﬁnding numerical solutions of the optimal feedback control law. This is constituted by two coupled discretization steps. The ﬁrst one is to discretize the HJB equation (8) for ﬁnding the feedback control law and the second one is to discretize the state equation (1) for ﬁnding the optimal trajectory. In the last two decades, many different approximation schemes have been developed for the numerical solution of (8) such as the ﬁnite difference scheme ([6]), the method of vanishing viscosity ([4]) and the parallel algorithm based on the domain decomposition technique ([5]), name just a few. As for the state equation (1), there are numerous classical numerical methods available such as the Euler method, the Runge-Kutta method, and the Hamming algorithm, etc. ([9]). Notice that when we use Theorem 3 to ﬁnd the optimal feedback control law, we actually need only ∇x V · f not ∇x V itself. This motivates us to design our scheme. A key step is to approximate ∇x V · f , by deﬁnition, as follows: ∇x V (t, x) · f (x, u)  



1 + f (x, u) f (x, u) = ∇x V (t, x) · η 1 + f (x, u) η ≈



where  ·  denotes the Euclidean norm of Rn and η > 0 is a small number. Based on the above idea, we can now construct the algorithm for the numerical solutions of the optimal feedback control law. Step 1: initial partition on time and space. Let tj = T +jΔt, j = 0, 1, · · · , N be a backward partition of [0, T ], where Δt = −T /N for some positive integer N . For any initial given u ˜ ∈ U , let initial state x0 = z and xi = xi−1 + ηf (xi−1 , u ˜)/(1 + f (xi−1 , u ˜)), i = 1, 2, · · · , M , for some positive integer M . Step 2: approximate equation (8) by a ﬁnite difference scheme. This is the approximation of (8) based on (13): ⎧ j+1 j − Vij Vi+1 ⎪ Vi − Vij ⎪ ⎪ + (1 + fij ) + Lji = 0, ⎪ ⎪ Δt η ⎪ ⎪ ⎪  j+1 ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ j+1 Vi+1 − Vij+1 ui ∈ arg inf · u∈U η ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ (1 + f (xi , u)) + L(tj+1 , xi , u) ⎩ (14) for i = 0, 1, · · · , M and j = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, where Vij = V (tj , xi ), fij = f (xi , uji ), Lji = L(tj , xi , uji ). The stability condition for this ﬁnite difference scheme stated as (15) of the following |Δt| (1 + max fij ) ≤ 1 i,j η



(15)



is assumed ([9]). Step 3: initialization of value function and control. Vi0 = ψ(xi ), u0i ∈ arg inf



u∈U







0 Vi+1 − Vi0 · (1 + f (xi , u)) η 



+L(T, xi , u) , i = 0, 1, · · · , M. Step 4: iteration for HJB equation. By (14) and Step 3, j M N N we obtain all {{Vij }M i=0 }j=0 and {{ui }i=0 }j=0 :



 ⎧ Δt j+1 j ⎪ ⎪ V = 1 + ) Vij (1 + f ⎪ i i ⎪ η ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ Δt ⎪ j ⎪ − (1 + fij )Vi+1 − ΔtLji , ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ η ⎨  j+1 Vi+1 − Vij+1 j+1 ⎪ ⎪ u ∈ arg inf · ⎪ i ⎪ u∈U η ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ (1 + f (xi , u)) + L(tj+1 , xi , u) . ⎩ (16)



V (t, x + ηf (x, u)/(1 + f (x, u))) − V (t, x) η ·(1 + f (x, u)) (13) 570



0 N (uN 0 , y ) = (u0 , y(0)) = (u(0), z) is considered to be the ﬁrst optimal feedback control-trajectory pair. Step 5: iteration for state equation. Solve the state equation y1 − y0 = f (y 0 , u(0)), −Δt



A simple calculation shows that



=



to obtain y 1 = y(tN −1 ). Replace (˜ u, z) in Step 1 by −1 (u(0), y 1 ) and goto Step 3 and Step 4, to obtain uN . 0 N −1 1 Then (u0 , y ) = (u(tN −1 ), y(tN −1 )) is considered to be the second optimal feedback control-trajectory pair. Step 6: continuation of iteration. Once (u(tN −j ), y j ) = (u(tN −j ), y(tN −j )) is known, solve the state equation:



where sign(y) =



(u(tN −j ), y(tN −j )), j = 0, 1, · · · , N.



∗ yt,x (s)



In this section, we use an example to show the effect of our new algorithm. For this example, the value function is not the classical solution but the viscosity solution to its associated HJB equation ([11]). The most advantage of this example is that both the value function and the feedback control law have closed-form solutions. It is owing to this fact that we are able to have a better comparison between the numerical solution and the analytical solution to see the power of new algorithm. The state equation is given by   y (t) = u(t), t ∈ [0, 1], (17) y(0) = z



⎪ ⎪ ⎩



=



1,



y > 0,



{±1},



y = 0,



−1,



y


x + (s − t), x ≥ 0, x − (s − t), x ≤ 0.



(24)



Now, we follow step by step the steps in Section 3 to ﬁnd the numerical solutions of the optimal feedback controltrajectory pairs for different initial values from −1 to 1 with step size 0.2. All computations are performed in Visual C++ 6.0 and numerical results are plotted by MATLAB 6.0. The parameters are taken as N = M = 100, η = 0.02. Figure 1 shows the computed numerical solutions of the optimal trajectories, where the solid lines denote the analytical solutions (24). It is seen that analytical solutions and numerical solutions completely coincide with each other. Figure 2 displays the computed numerical solutions of the optimal feedback laws where solid lines denote the analytical solutions (23). The numerical feedback control laws completely tally with the analytical solutions (23).



with R to be the state space. The control constraint U = [−1, 1] and hence U[0, 1] = L∞ ([0, 1]; U ). The cost functional is J(u(·)) = −y 2 (1). (18) Now we introduce the value function of the problem. For any (t, x) ∈ [0, 1) × R, consider the following system:   yt,x (s) = u(s), s ∈ [t, 1], (19) yt,x (t) = x.
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CONCLUSIONS



We gave a new algorithm for ﬁnding numerical solutions of optimal feedback law for very general optimal control problems. Moreover, by a simple example, the effectiveness and validity of the algorithm are validated. The possible generalization to the inﬁnite-dimensional system has been done for population system described by partial differential equation with total fertility rate (TFR) control ([7]).



Correspondingly, the cost functional is 2 (1). Jt,x (u(·)) = −yt,x



Deﬁne the value function Jt,x (u(·)).



⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨







and



NUMERICAL EXAMPLE



inf



(21)



¿From [11], we know that the value function V is the unique viscosity solution to HJB equation (22) and the optimal feedback control-trajectory pair are given analytically as ∗ u∗t,x (s) = sign(yt,x (s)) (23)



After Step 1-6, we ﬁnally get all desired optimal feedback control-trajectory pairs:



u(·)∈U [t,1]



t ∈ [0, 1],



It is seen that V is continuous in its variable but not in C 1 ([0, 1] × R). The associated HJB equation is  ⎧ ⎪ V (t, x) + inf (t, x) · u = 0, V x t ⎪ ⎪ |u|≤1 ⎨ (22) (t, x) ∈ [0, 1) × R, ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ V (1, x) = −x2 , x ∈ R.



to obtain y j+1 = y(tN −j−1 ). Replace (˜ u, z) in Step 1 by (u(tN −j ), y j+1 ) and goto Step 3 and Step −j−1 . Then (u0N −j−1 , y j+1 ) = 4, to obtain uN 0 (u(tN −j−1 ), y(tN −j−1 )) is considered to be the j + 2-th optimal feedback control-trajectory pair. The computation continues till all (u(tN −j ), y(tN −j ))N j=1 are obtained.



V (t, x) =



−[x − (1 − t)]2 , x ≤ 0,



= −[|x| + (1 − t)]2 , x ∈ R, t ∈ [0, 1].



y j+1 − y j = f (y j , u(tN −j )), −Δt



4



V (t, x)  −[x + (1 − t)]2 , x ≥ 0,



(20) 571
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Figure 1: Numerical Solutions of the Optimal Trajectories
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